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Outcome of the European Council meeting of
18 December 2014
This briefing note forms part of a new series of analytical notes in advance and following each European Council
meeting. The first European Council meeting chaired by Donald Tusk was noteworthy for its relative focus and brevity.
EU leaders discussed on how to foster investment in Europe and, in particular, the urgent establishment of a European
Fund for Strategic Investments coupled with Member States' commitment to intensifying structural reforms and
pursuing growth-friendly fiscal consolidation. They also discussed the situation in Ukraine.

The conclusions of the European Council meeting of 18 December 2014 fitted on to three pages. One issue
flagged up in the draft agenda (Ebola) did not feature in the conclusions. Leaders also met for a shorter time
than usual: for only one day, instead of two. This approach reflects the desire of Donald Tusk to bring greater
precision to European Council meetings, reaffirming the Treaty role of the European Council in defining the
Union's general political directions and priorities. A similar effort to hold shorter European Council meetings,
with briefer conclusions, was made by Herman Van Rompuy when he took over the job in December 2009,
but he was only partially successful in providing tighter focus to the institution's proceedings and results.

Two members did not attend the meeting; the Cypriot President, Nicos Anastasiades, who was represented
by the President of the Parliament, Yiannakis Omirou, and Dutch Prime Minister, Mark Rutte who was
represented by Luxembourg Prime Minister, Xavier Bettel.

Fostering investment in Europe

The European Council endorsed the European Commission's Investment Plan which aims at mobilising
€315 billion in additional public and private investment into the real economy over the period 2015-17.
Since 2008, investment in the EU has stagnated, whereas it has taken off in the United States.

Following the report presented by the Task Force led
by the Commission and the EIB  ̶  which identified
concrete actions and potentially viable projects
without any geographic or sectorial pre-allocations
to boost investment across Europe   ̶  the European
Council called for the establishment of the European
Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI); accordingly,
the Commission is requested to table a proposal in
January on which the European Parliament and the
Council  should agree by the summer. Member
States are invited to submit contributions to the
Fund which will be exempted in the Commission's
assessment of government finances (i.e. public deficits
and debt) under the Stability and Growth Pact.
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At the same time, the European Council welcomed the joint Commission and EIB proposal to provide
technical assistance to help develop sound investment projects. In this regard, an advisory hub should be
set up by mid-2015. In addition to the Investment Plan and traditional EIB investments, the European
Council encouraged Member States to make full use of other resources available under the EU budget.

The European Council also called for additional measures to improve the regulatory environment for
investment, in particular through the use of the Better Regulation agenda and speedier transposition and
implementation of legislation relevant for investment and in the field of the Single Market. Moreover, the
Commission should submit a proposal on the Energy Union and a communication concerning the Digital
Single Market before the March and June 2015 European Council meetings, respectively.

The European Council sought further progress in on-going multilateral and bilateral trade negotiations; in
particular, special emphasis was put on the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), with a
view to concluding negotiations between the EU and the US by the end of the year.

As foreshadowed in the recent EPRS pre-European Council Briefing, combatting tax fraud and tax evasion at
EU and global levels was also discussed by the European Council. The Commission is expected to present a
proposal on the automatic exchange of information on tax rulings in the EU, as well as an action plan on
efforts to combat tax evasion and tax fraud, based on its 2015 Work Programme. The European Council is
due to come back on this issue at its June 2015 meeting.

Finally, the Four Presidents - namely, the Commission President, in close collaboration with the ECB
President, the Euro Group President and the Euro Summit President - were requested to report by the June
2015 European Council on the strengthening of the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) through closer
coordination of economic policies. This follows up on the report of December 2012 which outlined a
'roadmap for the achievement of a genuine EMU'. In a very recent opinion piece, ECB President Draghi
called for "shifting from coordination to common decision-making, and from rules to institutions".

Ukraine

European leaders reiterated their readiness to further facilitate and support the reform process in Ukraine,
subject to conditions set by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and their willingness to increase
humanitarian aid to Ukraine's most deprived. They also indicated that the EU stands ready to take additional
steps, if necessary. However, conclusions fall short of more detailed commitments. Finally, the European
Council again reiterated its call for immediate and unrestricted access to the MH17 crash site, in the interest
of the on-going investigation.

Outlook for European Council Meetings in 2015

12-13 February 2015: European Council dealing with security challenges in the EU.

19-20 March 2015: European Council dealing with the Energy Union.

25-26 June 2015: European Council dealing with the Genuine Digital Single Market.


